MATERIALS:

Faux Fur
Slipper
Boots

Jumbo #7 Fur Loop Yarn
(300g / approx. 15m)
One Ball of Medium #4
Yarn in Matching Colour
Suede Slipper Soles
Two 5cm Yarn Pompoms
Measuring Tape
Yarn Needle

* NOTE: No knitting needles are required for the following knitting pattern. Right side of project is always facing up while knitting, and is worked in alternating
directions with no turning of work required. Avoid loops from twisting and make sure not to skip any loops.

HOW TO KNIT:

HOW TO BIND OFF:

Lay loops flat, facing up. This is your base row (Cast On). Working right to left,
back to front, thread the next loop in sequence through the last loop of the
base row pulling the loop towards you. Continue until you have worked your
way to the left. Continue alternating directions.

ABBREVIATIONS:

CO = cast on

Knit the next 2 loops as you would. Thread the second loop into the first loop,
from front to back, pulling the loop away from you. Knit the third loop, and
continue this sequence until all stitches have been secured. Cut the last loop to
create a yarn tail. Tie a knot and weave in all ends.

K = knit

BO = bind off

KNITTING PATTERN:

The following knitting pattern allows you to custom size.
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Top seam
measurement

With your measuring tape, loosely measure
around your ankle. Add an extra 5cm (2”) to
that measurement. Lay loops flat, facing up,
to create your base row (CO). Make your CO
equal this measurement. K for 3 rows.

4

With your measuring tape, measure from
the top centre of your ankle to the tip of
your foot. This will be called your ‘top seam’.
CO to the left to equal the measurement of
the top seam. K all loops to the end of the
row.

5

Continue to K all loops for 4 rows. BO. Cut
yarn and weave in all ends.

Top seam
measurement

In the same manner, CO to the right to also
equal the measurement of the top seam. K
all loops to the end of the row.

6

Fold project in half vertically. You will see the
shape of your boot begin to form. Cut open
loops to create a straight strand of yarn. Use
this piece to weave edges together. When
weaving through the corners, curve your
seam to round out the corners.

Flip boot inside out. Cross stitch the boot to the
slipper sole using your yarn needle and Medium
#4 yarn. Take the same yarn, and starting from the
outer side of the boot, weave the yarn along to
top edge, and leave 7.5cm (3”) hanging from each
end. Cut yarn and then attach your 5cm yarn
pompoms to each end. Repeat for second boot.
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